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INTRODUCTION

Research in speaking fluency of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
is limited and exists primarily in the form of case studies or pilot data. In such
studies, the fluency profiles of children with ASD span a wide range from very
mild to severe, including both typical and atypical disfluencies (Scott & Siskin,
2007). Children with ASD also have been shown to use a higher proportion of
content mazes than their typically-developing peers (Epstein, 2005). Children
with ASD often have multiple linguistic deficits. Though it has been shown that
certain pragmatic or syntactic deficits may coexist with ASD, very little is
known about possible relationships of syntax and fluency in this population.
Knowing more about the linguistic fluency in these children may inform future
assessment and intervention practices.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this study was to examine fluency profiles in narrative
contexts in a group of school-aged children with high-functioning ASD.
Research questions
1. Do children with ASD and typically developing (TD) peers differ in their
use of disfluencies in their narratives?
2. Do children with ASD and TD peers differ in their overall use of atypical
disfluencies in their narratives?
3. Do participants’ disfluency patterns vary according to narrative tasks?
4. Does proportionate use of utterances with complete syntax relate to
percent utterances with disfluencies?

METHOD

Participants
28 children, ages 6;5 to 9;10 (M= 7;5)
14 higher-functioning individuals with ASD & 14 age-matched TD peers
 ASD group
M core language standard score= 66.4; M nonverbal intelligence
standard score=103.6
Marked social interaction deficits; verbal communicators
Diagnosed by qualified pediatrician, university child study teams, or
neurologists
 TD group
no history of psychological, neurological, cognitive, or learning
deficits
M core language standard score= 108.4; M nonverbal intelligence
standard score= 114.8
Procedures
Each participant completed five narrative tasks: a personal interview; a story
retelling; a science experiment retelling (i.e., expository narrative); a film clip
retelling; and a story starter task. Narratives were audio-recorded and
subsequently transcribed. Using SALT software (Miller & Nockerts, 2002),
language samples were coded for the atypical and typical disfluencies listed in
Table 1.
Table 1
Disfluency Categories and Examples
Type of Disfluency
Example
Typical
Revision
“My Jake my friend Jake came over
yesterday.”
Interjection
Filled
“um”; “uh”; “mm”
Pause
“like”; “well;” “you know
Parenth.
Remark
Phrase repetition
Atypical
Whole word repetition
Partial word repetition
Dysrhythmic phonation
Prolongation

“My big brother big brother Mike is tall.”
“It’s cold cold cold outside.”
“I want another bababanana.”
“I like the reeeeeeed one”

silent block a pause greater than 3 seconds
broken wd. “I had a san a sandwich for lunch.”

Proportionate use of disfluencies was calculated as the ratio of total
disfluencies to total words per child for each narrative language sample.
Proportions were calculated separately for atypical and typical disfluencies.
Measures of syntactic complexity came from two sources. First, MLU in
morphemes was calculated with SALT. Proportion of syntactically complex
utterances (i.e., the ratio of utterances with one independent and at least one
dependent clause to total utterances) was calculated as the second measure
of syntactic complexity.

RESULTS
Do children with ASD and typically developing (TD) peers differ in their use
of disfluencies in their narratives?
t-test analysis revealed that with group means of 8% and 7% of total words
and 34% and 37% of utterances, respectively, there was no significant
difference between the ASD group and TD group in their overall use of
disfluencies. However, a large effect size was found (d>1.0), suggesting
potentially relevant clinical importance.
Do children with ASD and TD peers differ in their overall use of atypical
disfluencies in their narratives?
t-test analysis revealed that the TD group (M=79% of total disfluencies)
used a significantly higher proportion of typical disfluencies than the ASD
group (M=66% of total disfluencies), p<.001. The ASD group used a
significantly greater proportion of atypical disfluencies (M=32% of total
disfluencies) than the TD group (M=22% of total disfluencies), p<.001.
Do participants’ disfluency patterns vary according to narrative tasks?
Results of an ANOVA revealed that there was no significant main effect for
narrative task. That is, participants were equally fluent/disfluent across the
5 narrative tasks.
Does proportionate use of utterances with complete syntax relate to
percent utterances with disfluencies?
As revealed in Table 2, in the ASD group, there was a significant
correlation between percent complex utterances and percent disfluent
words. Other relationships examined were not correlated significantly.
Table 2
Qualitative Ratings for Overall Disfluency Correlations
Group
Factor 1
Factor 2
ASD

percent complex
utterances

percent disfluent
words

ASD

MLU

TD

percent complex
utterances
MLU

percent disfluent
words
percent disfluent
words
percent disfluent
words

TD

r

p
Qualitative
value rating
.691 .004 Marked
degree of
correlation
.432 .108 Moderate
correlation
.096 .734 No
correlation
.389 .152 Low
correlation

Does proportionate use of utterances with complete syntax relate to percent
utterances with disfluencies?
Descriptive analyses revealed that for the ASD group, interjections (37% of
total disfluencies) and whole word repetitions (29%) accounted for the
majority of disfluency types, whereas the TD group’s most frequently used
disfluencies included interjections (48%) and revisions (25%). These data are
displayed in the Figure.

DISCUSSION
The proportion of disfluencies in the language samples of
children with ASD did not differ significantly from the children
with typical development. However, the large effect size of these
results reflects a clinical difference between the two groups. This
finding differs from findings of limited previous research in which
children on the autism spectrum, in particular, those with
Asperger’s syndrome, were found to use a higher proportion of
certain types of disfluencies than their TD peers (e.g., Epstein,
2005).
When disfluencies were divided into typical and atypical
categories, the ASD group had fewer typical disfluencies but had
higher proportionate use of atypical disfluencies when compared
to the TD group. Because use of atypical disfluencies may be
more communicatively damaging than typical disfluencies, this is
a finding that warrants additional study.
In the ASD group, overall use of disfluencies was significantly
positively correlated with use of complex utterances, a finding
that was not replicated in the TD group. In children with ASD who
typically have linguistic deficits, the linguistic demands of the
narrative tasks may negatively impact their fluency.
Because neither group differed in their disfluency between
narrative tasks, we can assume that speaking context did not
influence the fluency of participants. This shows that linguistic
fluency for these participants remained constant even as
speaking context changed.
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